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Abstract. It is proved that the family of recognizable N-subsets is not closed uader the operation 
sup, and that there exists even a DOL length sequence x0, x1, . . . such that, for any k, xf < xi+1 < 
. . . < xJsle holds true for some i and the cardinality of the set {n E NlxE > x~+~} is infinite. 
1. Introduction 
The study of” formal power series, or K-subsets in the terminoaogy of Eilenberg, has 
turned out to be very fruitful solving certain problems of formal languages. From 
this point of view recognizable N-subsets (where N denotes the set of nonnegative 
integers) are of a special interest. III this paper we establish two theorems concerning 
them in one letter case. 
In Section 3 we consider a problem of Eilenberg. 1Ke asks in his book Automata, 
Languages, azd Mdzines, whet her the family of recognizable N-subsets is closed 
under the operation sup (see [I, p. 158)). In fact, he conclucies that it is very un- 
likely that the answer to this problem would be “yes”. Here we give an explicit 
example ‘which shows the nonclosure of this family under this operation. The tech- 
nique we use is similar to that one used by the author in &5], where it is proved that 
A-productio:os are essential as regards the length set generating power of DOL 
systems. 
In Section 4 we solve proHems stated by Ginsblwg and Rovan in [ 
we show that there exists a DOL leng h sequence x0, Y-~, . I- (and thus also a recogniza- 
e following properties: The cardinalit;! of the set {n E N ix, > 
ral number & there exists a natural lWi:lX~ n:, 
such that xLnk < - < xGkfChb this resuh wIs use ideas i
e est gap theorems of stochastic languages. 
We ,assume that the reader knows the definitions and the basic results on DOL sys- 
tems and recognizable N-subsets. For DOL systems we refer to 
Rosenberg [4J, anti the corresplon&iag material concerning recognizable N-subsets 
can be found in [l]. 
Fur any DOL system G we denote by E(G) = ao, col, . . . the wordsequence generated 
by this system. Furthermore5 we associate with this system a growth furxpion 
fG:N-+N by defining 
x&0 = lg(on), 
whxc: &.+,) means the length of the word 0,. By a DOL Zen@ sequence (or shortly 
a DOL sequence) vie mean the sequence lg(cu,), lg(wJ, . . . . 
In this paper we need only N-subsets of b*, and so we may identify the N-subset 
X with Ithe sequence 
x0, Xl, l ‘*t (1) 
where x1 = 08 X for i ;a 0. Further we recall to the reader that the N-subset (1) is 
recognizable iff it can be represented in the form 
where 1M is a matrix with entries in N and a and g are respectively row and column 
vectors of an appropriate size with components in N. Moreover, a recogrkable 
N-subset (2) is a DOL sequence iE the vector q can be chosen in such a way that 
all of its components equal 1. 
3. m? of 
In this section wc: 
Eillenberg 
construct recognizable N-subsets A and J9 su that sup(A, a) 
is not rec~gnizabk We start with the following elementary lemma which, as we shall 
see, is very suit:;ble for this purpose. 
For each recognizabk N-subset X of Q*, (I) ii: t,,.ltimatety periodic in 
IPI,, fbr any m >,: 1. 
t is weil known (see [ 1, p. 205-J) that {,I) satisfies for r7a large enough 
a recursion formula with. integer coefficients. By @plying the canonical homomor- 
phism onto Zn, to this re sion formula we m:.ly conclude that (1.) satisfies 
also in a recursion fo us, the lemma folloinrs from t 
The N-subset A defined by 
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Exam@ Z&3. We define the recognizable P&subset g by the con&ion 
2 3 On1 
S@ = (0, OP 1) 0 2 4 
( )O 
1 = (0, c&l) kP$l, 1,1)-K 
101 1 
‘Te: frbtain an explicit formula for &, we note that the roots of the equation det(M-;kl) 
= C kre 4,3(1 +ir/ls> and a(1 -i-r/@. Thu; h, is of the form 
6” = ~!4~ +- 2” (8~0s (2m$) + y sin (2zn@), 
where 2ng, = a=(+), and the coefficients CL, p and y are determined by 
tX+~=&)=l, 
4~ + (2~0s (2x(p))jJ +(&in (23~9~))~ = 6, = 2, 
16# + (4~0s (4~~))(3 + (4sin (4qQ)y = & = 7. 
From this we obtain cx = 91116, p = 7116 and y = =-1/z/16. and so we have 
16& = 9 ~ 4” + 2n(7cos (25tnp) - r/E sin (2mp)). 
We can rewrite this as 
16& = 9 ‘4R + 8 l It”cos (2R (?q + t)), 
where 2leE = arccos (‘7,B). 
Next we define the reccgnizable N-subset B iy the condition 
b,, = 16i?‘-t 1. 
Qbserve that, since the b,‘s are integers, for all 32 2: 0, bn is noncongruent to zero 
modulo 4. 
Now we are ready to establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Let A and B be recognizabfe Nmbsets defined aboue. Then the * 
N-subset D defined by 
is not 
PUBOf. 
and p 
for all 
recognizable. 
Assume the contrary. Then, by Lemzia 3.11, there e&t natural numbers t 
such that 
d t+.H-iP = 4+j--(l+l)p (mod 4) 
i > 0 and 0 < j < p- 1. Moreover, we may assxne that dt = b,, because 
this situation can always be reached by i:hoosing an~t 
(mod 4) and all the numbers Q;, E 0 (mod 4) we. 
C!.+ijJ =: Ip,+lp for i 3 
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00 the other hand, by the detition of the numbers a,,, t)n and &, we have 
d, = h, iff b, > a,, iff cos (2n:(nq+i- 5))2 0, 
implying that, for all i > 0, the fol:lovJing holds 
cos(2n ((t-t @II v+ 6)) > 05 . 
or equivalently:, 
--$z < ,4~ \~((!!sip)~+-~) < 311: \ (mod 27~). (3) 
Since cos (2rrs)) = $* 9 is irrational (see f6, p.41]), and so is the number ptp. Thus 
by the theorem of Kronecker (see (“3,0.375]), the set . . ^ 
{x E (--IE,z) 1 x E 2n((t+ip:$p+ 0 (mod 2x) for some i 3 0) 
is a dense subset of f-a, n). This contradicts with (3), showing that D is not re- 
wgnizable. 
Bemuse the above N-subsets A and B are, in fact, DOE sequences, we have 
also proved &e following corollary. 
CoPoIl %5. TItej?mily ofDOL length sequences is not closed u&et the opetation sup. 
Of course our above constructions show that eorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 
are also true for the operation inf. 
4. 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
?%ete exists a DOL sequence X = x0, xl, . . . such that 
(i) the txkiindity if the set { n E N f x, > x,++,} is &finite, and 
(ii) for each nal’wa! number k there mists a natural numbet nk such 
&,+1 < l 0 ‘ e Xn&* 
that .x,,~ <
So this theorem gives a negative answer to both of the problems proposed by 
Ginsburg and Rovan in [Z]. 
We prove the theorem in two steps. First we coustruct a ML system G satisfying, 
f9r n > nr), 
(iii) fG (2n) = Alp” $- 9n2 4@ + 8n22v cos (2x (~9 + &), and 
(iv) fc(2n + I*jf = Ap” + 9n24” +8(n2 - B) 25 
A, .B and p are suitable natural 
sat&S S 
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By Example 3.3 there exists a DOL system W with the property fH(rx) = 9 l 4.@ -i_
8 l 2n cos (2~ (nv+ 8)). So becallse the function (8 + 1)2 is a DOE growth funcj:ion 
and the fa&tily of BOL growth functions is c%oJed under the product, there eCsts 
z DOL system Gp, say G1 = (VI, coo, PI), :i;ucli that 
Note that we have not specified the value ,fc; (Ok 
One can easily find a DOL system H’ satis!fy” nc&(n) = n2 - B for IZ >, [dB j + 1. 
Further the sum of two DOL growth functioils is again a DOL growth function_ 
Thus, there exists a DOL system G2, say Gz = (V2, vo, P2), with the property 
fG,($ = 9n24”+8(n2- B)211 for n 2 [/B]+U. 
Now we choose the natural number p in such a way that the length of the right 
side of any production in PI u P2 is smaller than p. Further let no in (iii) and (iv) 
be larger than [B] + 1, and tially choose the number A such that 
Of course we may assume that the alphabets VI an! ‘Jz are disjoint. For each 
letter LL in VI u V2 we introduce two new letters i and a’ and we denote by i;; and Vsg 
for i = 1,2, the corresponding new alphabAs. Let I/ be the alphabet 
where 6 and 6 are again new letters, and let C;i : ( VI u V2)dc -+ ‘VT% be a homomorphism 
defined by 
h(a) = i&2 for all fz in VI U Vz. 
\ 
Now we are ready to define a DOL system G satisfying the conditions (iii) and 
(iv). The (alphz.bet of G is V. The axiom is not specified but the (212~ + 1)st word 
in E(G) equals 
h (% ) bg vll,, 
where 
:7 = W-” - 16 (%*) - lg (VR,) 
s con0 af;d vno are res ecti*~~ely the (n, -=i- i)st words in E(W an 
The procluctions of G are as folliows 
~a! -P h (Q) &p-1g’Q) if a -+ is in PI, 
a + 662” for all a in &Ta, 
-9 g-O&z~ 
where R means the empty word. 
By the above construction, it is obvious that j$ satisfies the conditions (iii) and 
(iv). Namely, for n 3 no9 the number of primed letters in the (2n + 1)st (resp. (28 + 2)nd) 
word of E(G) is &&) (resp. fc,@z)). Mors-,nver, the total number of nonprimed 
letters in both the (2n+ 1)st and (2n + 2)nd word of E(G) is exactly Apn. 
Now we show that the conditions (i) and (ii) hold true for fe. The validity of (i) 
follows from the next claim. 
finite. 
e cardinality of the set {n E N 1 n2cos (2~ (no,+ E)) > n2 -B} is in- 
The prcDof of this claim is ~3s follows. As we mentioned in the previous ectio 
is irrational. SO, by the theorem of Kroaecker (see [3, p.3’75]), there exist insnitely 
many natural numbers n satisfying 
r some integer p. For these numbers n we have 
cos (27~ (ncp + t)) > cos (6x/n) > 1 - 18n2/n2. 
us, the claim follows if we choose b = [ 18z2] =+- 1. 
‘To show that fG satisfies also the condition (ii) we first note that, for Q large enough, 
.fG cw > fG &---1)~ 
Next we consider the subsets of N defined by 
= (rs 2 1 1 cos (2x @qp+t)) 2 1 -B/n2}, 
J- = (ne 1 cos (2n (np+ C)) < 1 -B/64k2} for k > 1, 
= ;ne 1 I Inq-p+Ei < 1/2k for some integer p} for k P 1, 
K@ is not in for some large enough k. 
lim (arccos (1 -B/ 
k-CC? 
ssibly oosi ollds true 
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s impges 
d so tka is in Jti 
IS N&U& ,(9 
It is well known (see [3, p.3 1) that the set (nq+E-[np+E] 1 ns 
formly distributed in t following holds true for ssrfficient& 
large k, 
lim card (Wr ri WC u&)1 1 
l+oo i 
=-_ 
k (Q 
Now we obtain %xn (5) and (6) the following result: for ea natural. numbtx k: 
there eX%S a uatural number at& such that {&, ?#k + 1 9 l - sQ nk -f- 2) z K ‘\ I. This 
together with proves that (ii) is valid for ;>, and so our proof for Th;=orc;:m 4.1
is complete. 
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